Tripoli City Centre: The Land Management Strategy
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The Land Management Strategy
The city development within the new land use
regulation will call for three main operating tools: the
land use and urban design regulation itself; lands
reservation for new facilities; and large scale urban
development projects.
The land use and urban design regulation itself
applies to private plots. It allows the management
of urban changes on an ad hoc basis. The urban
design regulations includes all urban easements,
in particular those related to the protection of
architectural and urban heritage, archaeology,
natural sites, natural hazards, technological hazards
(damages, pollution, sanitation, health, industrial)
and to infrastructures realization.
A real urban design regulation has been formulated.
It will be applied differently according to the areas,
depending on the existing urban fabrics and those
expected in the future. So the rules are different for
historic neighborhoods, popular allotments, villas
and collective housing neighborhoods.
The lands reservations for new facilities to erect
administrative buildings, utilities, social services,
green and open spaces and infrastructure. Land
reservation for public interest is one necessary
requirement to ensure infrastructure network good
performance and guaranty services and utilities
balanced distribution in the city.
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Large scale urban development projects are the
most effective way to transform the city. But they
require the mobilization of very important technical,
financial and institutional means that will be applied
only on relatively small portions of the city. These
major operations generally need several decades to
be completely implemented and they go therefore
beyond the regulation time framework. They also
require a certain flexibility to be able to adapt to the
risks of the economic, social and political changes
which they should face during a such long period
of time. They must however meet development
objectives and planning orientations set by
concerned authorities.
Seven operational sectors have been identified for
the implementation of major urban development
projects. Each of them will require a preliminary
decision of the public authority which lays down
their development objectives and management
orientations. These major operations are located
on the harbor, on the water front, near the city
centre entrances and along Al Jumhuriyya Avenue.
However, as the legislative and institutional Libyan
framework does not foresee the establishment of
this type of development projects, a simplified land
use and urban design regulation has been also
proposed in these territories, as if belonging to the
first category.

URBAN DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Among the urban design rules, which will be applied in
Tripoli, the construction rules in each urban fabrics are crucial
concerning the historical urban fabrics.

In historical area, the buildings heights, their surface, their
volume, will have to be coherent with the existing urban fabrics.

In the Old City, speciﬁc urban rules should be applied, based
on the protection principles of the urban and architectural
heritage.

Old City urban fabric.
1-Urban fabric organization main characteristics. 2-Front of Old City typical building. 3-Urban design principles.

Classical urban fabric.
1-Urban fabric organization main characteristics. 2-Typical outline of the main road in the Classical fabric. 3-Urban design principles.

Ottoman urban fabric.
1-Urban fabric organization main characteristics. 2-Ottoman house (GF+1.) 3-Urban design principles.
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Villa Al Mansura type urban fabric.
1-Urban fabric organization main characteristics. 2-Residential area street. 3-Urban design principles

Traditional urban fabric.
1-Urban fabric organization main characteristics. 2-Dead end system and additional ﬂoors in corbel. 3-Urban design principles

The urban fabric of modern buildings trend.
1-Urban fabric organization main characteristics. 2-Typical main street with building height GF+3 or GF+5. 3-Urban design principles
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Witnesses of the old city architectural heritage.

Monuments and Architectural Heritage Protection
The archaeological, architectural and natural
heritage must be protected and highlighted. It is
made up of monuments registered on the National
Cultural Heritage List, remarkable buildings
identified during the preparation of this urban
design regulation proposal, nature preserved sites
and areas having a potential for archaeological
discoveries (items dating back for more than one
century).
The new land use regulation locates these
heritage assets and introduces a monitoring
mechanism placed under the authority of the
director in charge of the Antiquities Department
or, if appropriate, the Director of the Department
in charge of parks and green spaces.

Protection of urban shapes
and architectural heritage
A number of lands and buildings enjoy protection
under Law n°5/1464 on the Protection of
Antiquities, Ancient Cities and Historical Buildings.
It is mainly about the 51 buildings and sites
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registered on the National Cultural Heritage List.
This protection instituted by the State concerns
the buildings themselves, but also a part of the
areas defined in it.
Are added to this legal protection those
concerning remarkable buildings and sites listed
in the Annex to this urban design regulation
document, which prohibits their demolition and
make their preservation compulsory.

Registered Monuments, Remarkable
Buildings
The new land use regulation includes maps and
appendixes presenting the proposed list of all
the buildings and sites that will be protected by
the new regulation because of their remarkable
architectural quality, or their status of witnesses of
the city history, or because they provide a special
landmark in the urban landscape due to their
volume, or belong to a remarkable architectural
sequence in the city. Their identification was

Galleria di Bono.

Bin Suleiman Mosque, Old City.

based on the criteria set by the UNESCO
Convention concerning World Heritage.
Registered Monuments and Remarkable Buildings
must be preserved and restored. Their demolition
can be permitted only in exceptional cases
involving safety considerations.
The works done on a monument listed and
identified by the new regulation’s graphic
documents must:
t respect and highlight the structural
characteristics of the building by ensuring
the works’ proper implementation aiming to
improve accessibility, quality standards for
housing or safety conditions;
t respect and highlight buildings architectural
characteristics, including roofs shape,
facades ornaments, openings in facade,
external woodworks and storefronts; use and
implement materials and techniques enabling
preservation or restoration of the building’s
original appearance; treat technical facilities
so as not to alter its heritage quality; forbid
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external elements putting in that would be
inconsistent with its character, and especially
advertising stands;
t ensure to free open spaces located in
the building’s immediate vicinity a quality
treatment, appropriate to its architectural
characteristics.
If the building has undergone transformations
after its construction, modifications or additions of
elements of interest and remedy to modifications
it has undergone.
Arcaded streets (Magarief, Omar Al Mukhtar,
Rasheed) are listed in Remarkable Blocks and
Buildings. They must be entirely preserved.

Al Fquih Hassan Hosh: Old City in Al Faransis narrow street.
Rehabilitation by the Old City management and organization project.

Al Karamanli tombs.
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Urban and Natural Heritage
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3D BUILT HERITAGE SCAN CAMPAIGN
Heritage protection implies a comprehensive knowledge of
its architectural elements. An inventory of historical buildings
has to be made. Each building has to be fully documented
(including construction date, architectural details, technical
construction, etc.).

In this purpose, Tripoli is benefiting of a historical scan
campaign using the most advanced laser techniques aiming at
generating a perfect 3D-restitution of the historical buildings.
Hereafter few examples of historical buildings scan. Many other
buildings are included in the charter appendix.

Um Hamad Al Magaryef Street.
Location, aerial picture on site and front building scan 3D-rendering.

Haiti Institute - Beyrouth Street.
Location, aerial picture on site and front building scan 3D-rendering.

Marine School - Old City.
Location and front building scan 3D-rendering.
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National School of Islamic Arts & Crafts. Complete front building scan 3D-rendering.

National School of Islamic Arts & Crafts School - First of Septembre Street.
Location and details from the front building scan 3D-rendering.

Abdulwahab Mosque - Old City.
Location and front building scan.

Omar Al Mukhtar Street.
Location, aerial picture on site and front building scan 3D-rendering.
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Bab Al Jadid.

Preventive Archaeology
Archaeological remains reflecting the rich
history of Tripoli are largely still buried in the city
underground, especially under the Medina, the
harbor wharves and the city centre. It would be
prejudicial to destroy these remains in the event of
works on construction sites.
Measures for detection, protection and/or
safeguard can be imposed by the Department
Director in charge of Antiquities before
carrying out works on lands which may include
archaeological remains.
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This urban planning document includes a
“preventive Archaeological” map locating areas
where the obligation applies to each under
washing to obtain in advance from the Director of
the Department in charge of Antiquities an under
washing authorization and the consideration of
the recommendations and obligations issued by
that service.
In the case of archaeological discovery, the
Department in charge of Antiquities will be notified
as soon as possible in order to master preventive
measures for the protection of archaeological
heritage.

Archaeology Prevention Areas
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Sidi El Hani

Cemetery

Example of tramways in differenct cities.

A New Transport and Trafﬁc Policy
The new vision for the future of Tripoli requires a
completely new transport and traffic approach in
the city centre.
The circulation has in fact reached a peak that
blocks movements in the city, which hinders
from properly serving the new business district,
leads to all streets and squares invasion by cars,
and poses serious problems of security and
nuisances.
The Policy to implement shall apply the following
guidelines:
t Give priority to public transport by creating
a new offer of Public Transportation lines
in reserved lanes. Three tram lines will be
achieved primarily in the city centre, including
one in the enlarged Al Jumhuriyya avenue,
and two other transportation lines in reserved
lanes will be built on one hand on the coastal
road and on the other hand inside the
Green Belt.
t Develop a large pedestrian sector in the
centre, including the old city and an important
part of the surrounding neighborhoods.
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The cars use shall be forbidden in the old
city to preserve its character. Similarly, the
historic districts of the 19th century Ottoman
extensions to the East and South of Martyrs
Square will be opened again for pedestrians.
t Develop a secure pedestrian walkway along
the seafront, linked to the promenades which
will be developed in the Green Belt. The
access of the Seafront promenade will be
made available by a slowdown of the coastal
road. Its continuity will be provided to the
West along the coast until the (ex Lido) beach
and Al Tahrir Square. It will be then possible
to walkers to follow this itinerary inside the
Green Belt.
t Develop a network of cycle paths in line with
green spaces and facilities. This network shall
give a new alternative to people wishing to
walk over medium distances without taking
the car, or wishing to walk around the town.
t Modify streets and ways characteristics to
make them more urban: the installation of light
signals, pedestrian crossings, reduction of the
car use for the benefit of tram will all contribute

Tramway.

Rescued lane for public busses.

to return to less dangerous circulation speeds.
Crossroads and islets’ angles built to favor the
speed will be redesigned once more with a
goal of safety and noise reduction.
t Complete the road network by new streets
clearing especially in the Eastern districts.
Many of the planned clearing could not be
achieved because they did not take the
ground’s facts into account. These plans were
changed in a more realistic perspective.
t Make a special treatment on Al Jumhuriya
Avenue: This Avenue should be extended
to 40 meters wherever it is possible to
accommodate a tramway line in its middle.
On both sides of the avenue, a new dense
urbanism will take place, transforming this
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axis in a significant showcase of the Tripoli
urban life.
t Make a special treatment to the coastal road:
the coastal road will lose its character of
speedway to become an urban boulevard,
allowing pedestrians to cross it safely to
reach the seaside promenade (cornice).
This transformation will be done by the
implantation of a lane reserved to public
transports, installation of traffic lights and
pedestrian crossings, plantation of rows,
and replacement of highway interchanges by
conventional crossroads equipped with traffic
lights.

Multistorey car park.

Reserved lanes for bicycles.

Car park in a building covered with plants.

Possibility of parking the car and rent a bicycle to circulate in the
city centre.
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Public Transport and Cycle Paths
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